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The Head of HR department took me to the cabin of the
Chief of one of India's largest publishing houses, on a courtesy
call. I was there to conduct interviews to select electronic
engineers for their printing operations, fast migrating to modern
printing techniques.
As I walked in, to my embarrassment, that veteran publisher,
in his 80s, stood up and greeted me. Then we exchanged
pleasantries for a few minutes, and when I left the room, I had
learnt a great lesson in welcoming people. It may appear silly to
some, but I consider it as an excellent gesture worth emulating.
It was a display of true courtesy and humility. Later I learnt
that he ceremoniously does this to every serious visitor to his
room, with an exception when employees of the organisation call
on him. No B-schools may be teaching their students to respect
those who have taken time out to visit them. John McCloy's
words of wisdom on humility: "Humility leads to strength and
not to weakness. It is the highest form of self-respect to admit mistakes
and to make amends for them."
The person was none other than Mr K.M. Mathew, the doyen
of Malayala Manorama group of publications who left for his
heavenly abode last week, at the age of 93. His man-management
capabilities made his publishing house to scale great heights in
India. In this context, I am reminded of a discussion on the
relevance of 'dash' in the inscription on tombs. It’s not the date
you were born, or the date you died, that really matters. It’s “the
dash” between those years and what you did with it, to make a
difference for you and the society in general.
The following Persian proverb aptly articulates
the life of Mr K.M. Mathew : "We come into this
world crying while all around us are smiling. May
we so live that we go out of this world smiling
while everybody around us is weeping."
May his soul rest in peace.
N.T. Nair ntnair@gmail.com

Trivandrum 9 Aug. ’10
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AdvanTech

Indian Cyber Laws

Need for Comprehensive Review
The Internet has become ubiquitous with its vast spread and provides
anonymity to its users. This has the potential to cause disruption to
several people. The issues connected with Internet have posed challenges to the legal framework, in legislating and implementing laws for
its governance, control, and monitoring by national governments. The
"sociology" of the Internet-fiercely upholding values such as individual
privacy and freedom of speech-coupled with emergent trends such as
social networking, create the potential to influence large communities.
Finally, recent concerns such as national security also has forced
governments to consider legal and technological mechanisms that
would protect its citizens.
India's first attempt at cyber law was the Information Technology
Act (2000), loosely based on the 1997 UNCITRAL Model Law put
forth by United Nations Commission on International Trade Law. The
Act has 13 chapters and 4 schedules. The objectives of the Act were
both enabling (eg., the use of technology for e-governance, facilitate
electronic filing of documents, legitmize electronic contracts, and to
recognize electronic documents as equal to paper) as well as regulatory
(addressing cyber crimes such as illegally accessing computers,
modifying/damaging computer programs, publishing obscene material,
and breach of confidentiality and privacy). The act also proposed a
system for dispensing justice.
The IT Act was welcomed by all. However, over a period of time
its inadequacies began to show, as it had not recognized some of the
emerging trends in cyberspace, and also faced pragmatic difficulties in
its implementation. After many calls to amend the Act, an Amendment
Bill was tabled in 2006, which was subsequently referred to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on IT. The Amendment Bill was
brought in after incorporating the recommendations of the Standing
Committee in 2008, and was passed in both houses of Parliament in
Dec. 2008.
The Amendment Bill made vast, sweeping changes to the mother Act.
Considering the scope and breadth of the change, there was surprisingly
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little debate in either House. Thus, the changes got approved without
due debate, allegedly giving rise to several distortions. To quote Pawan
Duggal, Supreme Court Advocate and Cyber Law Specialist (Business
Standard, Aug 6, 2009, http://bit.ly/9ZY3eh):
"The IT Amendment Act 2008 brings about various sweeping
changes in the existing Cyberlaw. While the lawmakers have to be
complemented for their appreciable work removing various deficiencies
in the Indian Cyberlaw and making it technologically neutral, yet it
appears that there has been a major mismatch between the expectation
of the nation and the resultant effect of the amended legislation.
The most bizarre and startling aspect of the new amendments is
that these amendments seek to make the Indian cyberlaw a cyber crime
friendly legislation; a legislation that goes extremely soft on cyber
criminals, with a soft heart; a legislation that chooses to encourage
cyber criminals by lessening the quantum of punishment accorded to
them under the existing law; a legislation that chooses to give far more
freedom to cyber criminals than the existing legislation envisages; a
legislation which actually paves the way for cyber criminals to wipe out
the electronic trails and electronic evidence by granting them bail as
a matter of right; a legislation which makes a majority of cybercrimes
stipulated under the IT Act as bailable offences; a legislation that is
likely to pave way for India to become the potential cyber crime capital
of the world."
At the same time, the Amendment Bill also proposes draconian
steps, ostensibly against the growth of cyberterrorism (apparently these
have been influenced by the Nov 2007 Mumbai attacks). For example,
it empowers junior police officers to enter premises and seize computers
and equipment, and even make arrests on suspicion, whereas the 2000
Act required the rank of DySP to search private premises.
The kind of offences has been enlarged to include many relatively
harmless situations. For example, possession of 'pornography', even if
acquired unintentionally, is a serious offence. Further, the Amendment
also provides absolute power to the Government to intercept, monitor,
block or capture any kind of transmission (email, voice, SMS). For
more details of the troubling aspects of the Act, please see http://www.
naavi.org and the on-line petition at http://bit.ly/91MxNg.
Even more worrying is the potential impact of these amendments
on the IT Industry, as many of the so-called offences under the act are
legal in many countries that the industry is doing business with.
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Conclusion
The 2008 Amendments to the Indian IT Act of 2000 - currently the
law of the land - has evoked mixed responses. Many have welcomed the
changes, as they feel that the current climate of international terrorism
requires the Government to use harsh measures. However, similar laws
in other countries - many who face the same problems as India - have
opted for a more harmonious balance between personal privacy and
national security. Considering that many of India's users are new to
computers, the chances of abuse of the current provisions of the IT
Act seems to be high. From this perspective, it may be prudent to
consider a review and amendment of the Act, in order to align it with
the 21st Century definitions of personal liberty, privacy and freedom
of citizens, while at the same time keeping National Security as the
prime consideration.
[Satish Babu]
sb@inapp.com
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HealthScape

Emotions and Human Behaviour
Mysteries of Human Mind
'You are what you think'
- Gautham Buddha
Neurosciences is the scientific study of nervous system (consisting of brain, spinal chord, nerves and sensory organs). Currently it is
an interdisciplinary science involving other disciplines like psychology,
computer science, physics, mathematics, medicine etc. During the last
couple of decades information technology assisted methods are being
extensively used in neurosciences studies and research. The application
of technology to neurosciences investigations enabled the rapid
progress in our understanding of the brain, mind and human behavior
This article acquaints the reader the evolution of modern psychology
and how information technology acts as a catalyst in the advancement
of psychology. The later part of the article presents the applications
of modern psychology and certain selected findings on emotions and
human behavior. The focus of the article is on how emotions influence
human behaviour.
Traditional psychology:
Psychology is a much misunderstood discipline. Unfortunately,
from old times psychology was always associated with the so called
‘mad’ people only. Because of the lack of knowledge the word psychology evokes mixed feelings in the common man, ranging from curiosity,
indifference, suspicion to aversion or fear. Even in the present times,
at least a very small section of the public believe that it has something
to do with witchcraft, spirits and ghosts The consequent social stigma
associated with mental illness adds to the confusion.
On the contrary, modern psychology is an exciting field of study
and research with beneficial applications in almost all areas of human
endeavors. Findings in modern psychology show that certain simple
psychological techniques can help us to live a happy, successful and
fulfilling life. For example see how modern psychology can be of
immediate benefit to the common man - Media, (TV commercials &
TV serials inclusive), movies, mobile phones, advertisements, internet/
www etc are slowly and stealthily touching the life of the public in
more than one way, but hardly anyone seems to have any clue as to
their profound impact on their minds and behavior! The reality is that
a significant part of this mesmerizing influences could ultimately lead
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to very serious harm to the health of both the body and mind and thus
to life itself when such exposures continue for prolonged durations day
in and day out. Awareness about the lurking dangers to the mind and
body or how to shield themselves from them whenever exposed and / or
what to do to recover from the consequent mental bruises and injuries
is not there. It is the younger generation who are more vulnerable,
because their mind is yet to mature. No wonder why the 21st century
is called the century of ‘ mental depression’. Modern psychology shows
the ways of building resilience of the mind and teaches you how to live
successfully in the midst of turbulence.
From time immemorial man has been curious to know about his
environment, about the behavior of others with whom he interacts and
about himself. Recorded history shows that from time to time great
philosophers and thinkers all over the world attempted to understand
the workings of the human mind and human Behaviour. One can
spend his whole life reading and trying to comprehend all that have
been recorded till this date about human mind and Behaviour.
In simple terms psychology is the ‘study of the mind and mental
processes especially in relation to Behaviour’. The word psychology
is a combination of the Latin words ‘psyche’ (soul or mind) and
‘ology’(study) During the early days when psychology started developing
into an organized discipline it lacked the rigor of scientific studies.
Almost all the findings were purely the outcome of the introspection
and consequent hypotheses of the investigator(s). Sigmund Freud’s
(1856 – 1939) ‘Psychoanalytic School of Psychiatry’ or Abraham
Maslow’s (1908 – 1970) famous ‘Pyramid of Hierarchy of Human
Needs ’ are just two examples among the ever so many such findings.
Nevertheless some of the findings of those brilliant brains like Freud
and Maslow, turned out to be trend setting and pioneering efforts.
Till the middle 1970s all the psychological studies were centered
around treating mentally sick people or unhealthy minds. Contrary
to the tradition, Richard Bandler (born on 1950) and John Grinder
(born on 1940) were interested in studying healthy people and healthy
minds. They analysed the traits of those professionals like successful
sportsmen, entrepreneurs, executives etc. who excelled in their jobs
leaving their peers far behind in the race to achieve. Bandler and John
Grinder founded the concepts of personal change and transformation
which they called ‘ Neuro - Linguistic programming’ (NLP) - techniques to re–program the thought patterns. Achieving ‘excellence ‘ or
‘mastery’ through ‘skill based learning’ is a path breaking contribution
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of Bandler and Grinder to personality development. Their approach to
personal transformation worked like magic in certain situations. Their
first work ‘ The Structure of Magic - I’ reflects this success. NLP is
based on a set of postulates formulated by Bandler and Grinder.
[Dr H Ganesh, California]
hganesh@yahoo.com

White Rice

Its Diabetic Link
According to a new study led by Qi Sun of the Department
of Nutrition at the Harvard School of Public Health, white rice
consumption leads to increased risk of diabetes.  Turning brown rice
into white entails removing a rice grain's bran and germ, which uncovers
the white endosperm. The process also raises the grain's glycemic index
(a measure of a carbohydrate's ability to raise blood sugar) and strips
away vitamins, fiber, magnesium and other components that might
help keep diabetes at bay
The researchers found a striking difference in rates of type 2
diabetes between those who ate a lot of white rice and those who
consumed more brown rice. Even after taking into account the age,
lifestyle, diet, ethnicity and other variables, a significant difference in
risk was noted. Those who consumed at least five servings (150 grams
each) of white rice per week had a 17% higher risk of getting type 2
diabetes than those who hardly ate any white rice at all. And people
who were eating at least two servings of brown rice a week had an 11%
lower chance of getting the disease than those who ate less than one
serving of it a month. The authors calculated that replacing white with
brown rice would lower the chances of type 2 diabetes by 16%.
Brown rice, however, did not appear to be the most effective whole
grain for fending off diabetes. The researchers found that substituting
about 50 grams other whole grains (such as whole wheat or barley) for
that much of (uncooked) white rice each day could reduce diabetes
risk by as much as 36 percent.
[For details: www.scientificamerican.com, http://archinte.ama-assn.org]
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Numbers of Beauty

Celebrated in Number Theory
Armstrong number
An n-digit number that is equal to the sum of the nth powers of its
digits is called an n-digit Armstrong number. Clearly all single digit
numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) are Armstrong numbers. There are
no two-digit Armstrong numbers; and there are four three-digit Armstrong numbers: 153, 370, 371, and 407. 1634 is a four-digit Armstrong number. Presently, it may be easy to work out such numbers of
large magnitude using a computer. What is surprising is that mathematicians could segregate such numbers with their ingenuity and creative mind, many years ago, when computers were not even heard of.
Finding Armstrong Numbers
There are several strategies to find out Armstrong numbers. But
one indirect method seems to be interesting. It may not always guarantee a solution. In the absence of a solution, this method called Strong
Arm Iteration leads to some cyclic pattern of numbers.
Strong Arm Iteration
A three-digit Armstrong number is verified by adding the cubes
of the digits. This process of cubing the digits can be started with an
arbitrary three-digit number and continually repeated on the result to
reveal some interesting patterns. The process of Strong Arm Iteration
works as follows:
1. Begin with an n-digit number.
2. Raise each digit to the nth power, and compute the sum.
3. Raise each digit of the result to the nth power, and compute the
sum.
4. Repeat Step 3 until a pattern emerges.
For instance, start with the number 123. Add the cubes of its digits:
13+23+33 = 36. Now, do this process on 36: 33+63 = 243.Continue
by cubing the digits and adding for each result:
243 : 23 + 43 + 33 = 99
99
: 93 + 93 = 1458
1458 : 13 + 43 + 53 + 83 = 702
702 : 73 + 03 + 23 = 351
351 : 33 + 53 + 13 = 153
153 : 13 + 53 + 33 = 153
Notice that the process eventually leads to the Armstrong number
153, which gives itself when the process is continued.
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In the above process we started with 123 and ended up with 153.
There are many other numbers that reach 153 and then repeat. Some
of these numbers are 135, 213, 369, 423, 546, 678, 775, 819, and
972. In fact, all multiples of 3 eventually reach 153.
On starting with some other three-digit number, another Armstrong number may be reached. For example, 124 eventually leads to
370; 551 leads to 371; and 740 leads to 407. Several numbers lead to a
cycle of repetition rather than to an Armstrong number. For instance,
136 leads to 244 which leads back to 136, and this two-number cycle
repeats. Cycles of three numbers also occur.
Amicable Numbers
A pair of whole numbers (positive integers) is called Amicable (or
friendly) pair (AP) if each of them equals the sum of all the divisors (less than the number itself ) of the other. For example, the pair
(220, 284) is an AP. The divisors of 220 are 1,2,4,5,10,11,20,22,44,55
and 110, and their sum is 284. The divisors of 284 are 1,2,4,71 and
142, and their sum is 220. This smallest amicable pair (220, 284) is
known from antiquity. It was not until 1636 that the great Pierre de
Fermat discovered another pair of amicable numbers (17296, 18416).
Later Descartes gave the third pair of amicable numbers (9363584,
9437056). These results were actually rediscoveries of numbers known
to Arab mathematicians. In the 18th century great Euler drew up a list
of 64 amicable pairs (two of which were later shown to be not amicable). In 1866, B.N.I. Paganini, a 16 years Old Italian, proved that
the numbers 1184 and 1210 were amicable. It was the second lowest
pair and had been completely overlooked until then. Even Eulers list
of Amicable pairs does not contain it. Till 2007, 11994387 pairs of
amicable numbers is reported to be known. Amicable numbers are also
called Friendly Numbers.
Harshad Amicable Pairs
Harshad (or Niven ) numbers are those which are divisible by the
sum of their digits. For example 1729 is divisible by 1+7+2+9 =19, so
1729 is a Harshad number. This number 1729 is also famous as Ramanujan's number, which can be expressed as the sum of two cubes in
two different ways: 93 + 103 = 13 + 123 = 1729.
An Amicable Pair (m, n) in which both m and n are Harshad numbers is called a Harshad Amicable Pair. For example, (2620, 2924) is a
Harshad Amicable Pair. Other examples are (10634085, 14084763),
(23389695, 25132545), and (34256222, 35997346). The search for
such amicable pairs can be a good pastime. There are 192 Harshad
Amicable Pairs in the first 5000 Amicable Pairs.
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Happy Amicable Pairs
If you iterate the process of summing the squares of the decimal
digits of a number and if the process terminates in 1, then the original number is called a Happy number. For example 7 is a Happy
number since 7->49-> 97->130->10->1. An Amicable Pair (m, n)
in which both m and n are Happy numbers is called a Happy Amicable Pair. For example, the amicable pair (10572550, 10854650),
where 10572550->129->86->100->1 and 10854650->167->86->100
->1 is a Happy Amicable Pair. Other examples are (32685250,
34538270), (35361326, 40117714), and (35390008,39259592).There
are 111 Happy Amicable Pairs in the first 5000 Amicable Pairs.
Perfect Numbers
A perfect number is a whole number (a positive integer) which is
equal to the sum of all its positive proper factors (less than the number itself ). For example, 6 is a perfect number since it is equal to the
sum of its proper factors: 1,2 and 3. Similarly, 28 is a perfect number,
since it is equal to the sum of its proper factors: 1, 2, 4, 7 and 14.
Three other perfect numbers are 496, 8128 and 33,550,336. It has
been established that there is a strong link of perfect numbers with
a class of prime numbers called Mersenne Primes. So far, there have
been 37 Mersenne Primes discovered. Correspondingly, there are 37
perfect numbers discovered. All the perfect numbers so far discovered
are all even.
[CGS]

Amazing Facts
• You share your birthday with at least 9 million others in the world.
• It is estimated that till the end of 2000, 142,600 tonnes of gold has
been mined in the world.
• The deepest gold mine in the world is the East Rand at Boksburg,
east of Johannesburg, which goes to a depth of about 3,585 metres.
• There are over one hundred billion galaxies with each galaxy having
billions of stars.
• It takes the Hubble telescope about 97 minutes to complete an orbit
of the Earth. On an average, the Hubble uses the equivalent amount
of energy as that of 30 household light bulbs to complete an orbit.
• There are about 500,000 detectable earthquakes in the world each
year.
• About 10% of the 100,000 thunderstorms that occur in the USA
every year are classified as severe.
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Energy

Hybrid Solar Collectors

Produce Electricity and Hot Water
Solar panels become less efficient when they get heated up. Simply put,
a hotter solar collector will produce less electricity than one that is cooler.
A photovoltaic (PV) panel loses about 0.5% efficiency for each degree
Kelvin (or Centigrade) rise of temperature. To deal with this, Solimpeks,
a solar panel manufacturer in Turkey, is making hybrid solar panels that
produce both electricity and hot water. With these hybrid panels, not
only is there the extra production of hot water with the same panels,
but the removal of heat from the PV panels. The hybrid solar panels use
the hot water system as a radiator to help cool the photovoltaic panels.
Connecting these panels is likely to be somewhat more involved, since
both electrical and plumbing connections need to be made. But the
benefits offered by hybrid panels can definitely make it worthwhile.
Solimpeks Corp., has released the Volther hybrid solar collector, which
produces electricity and hot water simultaneously. The product hybrid
modules allow extra module heat to be absorbed to produce hot water,
thus optimizing efficiency. This Volther hybrid solar collector system
allows excess heat to be recaptured. The solar collector makes hot water
out of the energy from the sun. The Photovoltaic modules convert
sun lights into electricity. To solve the problem of heating of PV cells,
scientists have been working on different methods. The most promising
one is found to be the hybrid Photovoltaic and Thermal collector,
which produces both electricity and hot water simultaneously. The PV
module’s heat is absorbed to produce hot water so that PV efficiency
can be optimized as the heat is transferred into fluid to produce hot
water.
It has been estimated that north European house may meet all its
energy requirements for a year with only 25 square meters of PV-T
collectors. To store electricity, normal batteries or hydrogen fuel cells
may be made use of. To store the heat from the summer, a ground
storage like the one used by the drake lake solar project, where 52
houses are heated the whole year with solar energy, may be used.
[For details: www.solimpeks.com]
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Innovation Corner

Wish List
EKL constantly tries to
kindle the innovative capabilities
of our readers, to come out
with
original ideas
to be
considered for publication under
this column. The only condition
is that the new idea(s) should
be that of the sender and not
copied from elsewhere. Also the
sender is advised to take adequate
protection by himself for the
intellectual property right (IPR)
of the matter being sent to us.

If any of the ideas appearing
in EKL are found to be in use
already, kindly intimate us.
   It may be possible that your ideas
may pave way for entirely new
products or services, beneficial to
society
- EKL Editorial Team
Please send your ideas to:
Chief Editor
EKL, Knowledge House
Mathrubhumi Road
Trivandrum 695 035
Ph: 91 471 247 2928
e-mail: eklines@gmail.com

Innovative Ideas
 Mobile as Pocket Diary
Doctors dictate the details and medical transcription business
thrives by creating digital documents from it. Likewise, can we think
of an application in mobiles using which we can dictate short notes on
the go which will be saved with the originating date and time stamps
as well as the future action date and time? Mobile will decode our
spoken date and time details and keywords of the spoken matter, to be
used for alerting us and also to enable us to do a search later. In short,
mobile will be equivalent to the age old pocket dairy, but of course,
with better features.
 Touch Screen Blues
Mobiles with touch screens are proliferating. Being very sensitive
to touch, many a time unintended calls do happen, which land in the
called mobiles as missed calls. This is specially so when a mobile user
migrates to touch screen mobile, and gets used to its ways of working. If a provision is given to withhold any call when you search for a
number, and when you are ready, allow the call to be made, thereby
preventing accidental calls, it would be a great boon to new users of
touch screen mobiles.
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General

The School Years

Nostalgia or Nightmare Memories?
“Those schoolgirl years of biting nails and telling tales are gone; but
in my mind I know that they will live on and on,” goes the popular
song from the hit movie of the sixties, “To Sir with Love”. These words
conjure up a world of nostalgia associated with the Alma Mater. The
general tendency is to look back on the school years with pleasure. The
very word ‘school’ brings up memories of innocent pranks and close
friends.
But there is a dark side to the picture too. Lately, the media have come
up with horrific stories of schoolchildren being subjected to torture
by their teachers for relatively minor offences resulting in the death
of the little ones. These crimes are normally associated with schools
which belong to the lower rungs of society. Not only would the staff
and students be from the economically backward strata but their level
of awareness about social rights and wrongs would not be very high.
These are the situations which turn them into brutes. The nauseating
instances of young children being subjected to physical torture which
result in their death are too well known to need repetition. In the rural
areas there have been examples of students being blinded for the most
trivial offences.
But it can be quite shocking to read about such atrocities taking
place in elitist schools too. Very recently a schoolboy from a reputed
institution in Kolkata, took his life after being humiliated by the
headmaster. The media exposed this episode to the full glare of
publicity which led to a general outcry against this practice of subjecting
schoolchildren to physical and mental torture.
The punishments inflicted on schoolchildren may not only be of
a physical nature but may also involve psychological pressure. For
instance a child may be paraded around the school with an insulting
label pinned on to the uniform or he/she may be made to clean the
school premises. Such experiences could instill a negative mindset in
him and affect his personal development adversely in the long run. He
may either grow up into an anti-social element or become an unsocial
introvert. Corporal punishment in fact reinforces the undesirable
behavior of the young ones.
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How do parents cope?
All this makes one wonder about the role of parents in such
situations. Of course, those who have the resources can always arrange
to get their wards admitted to better schools. But, what about those
who are not so well-off? Moreover, what if the child is getting this
treatment in the best school in the locality? In many instances parents
keep quiet as they would be wary of retribution being visited on the
child in case they complained to the authorities. Then again, the child
may prefer to keep his/her parents in the dark about the ordeal suffered
at school because of his/her own guilt feeling. There were also very rare
instances where the child kept did not inform the parents so as to spare
them mental agony.
The role of the courts and the government
The outdated rules of the 1970s did provide for corporal
punishment. For instance, the Delhi School Education Rules of 1973
permitted the headmaster to punish the child in case of rude behavior
towards teachers, violence and misbehavior towards other students.
The government defended the rule on the ground that it was necessary
to instill discipline in school students. However it was opposed by a
Division Bench of the Delhi High Court which argued that it was
cruel to subject a child to physical violence in order to discipline him/
her.
The courts have attempted to protect school children from the
brutalities inflicted by teachers. Children below the age of seven years
are exempted from corporal punishment as they are far too young to
commit any offence deliberately and also because they are considered
incapable of nurturing malicious intentions. Section 83 of the Indian
Penal Code grants a similar exemption to those children between the
ages of seven and twelve who are naive and innocent, as compared to
their contemporaries.
About seven years back the Goa Assembly passed the Goa Children’s
Act which banned corporal punishment. Schools in Tamil Nadu too
were instructed by the government to avoid physical violence as there
were instances of children being caned for mistakes which only needed
mild correction.
The other side of the coin
But then there are always two sides to every issue. It may not be fair
to blame the school teacher in every instance. There are several cases
of children who are over-pampered at home and who could do with a
good deal of disciplining. Parents should ensure that their offspring do
not become a menace to others in school. Many times teachers have
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been subjected to harassment by young ruffians, out to create mayhem
in the classroom in order to impress their peers. In several instances
these children come from a nouveau riche background, and are brought
up without the proper social and cultural values.
It has to be also admitted that all children are not alike. Some
would have an inborn aggressive tendency. Many of the unruly young
ones could be suffering from psychological problems. How many of
our schools have counselors or psychologists to deal with such issues?
It may take many more years before schools in India can be equipped
with the necessary well trained staff to deal with the problems of all
children. Even in the developed countries there are problem children
who are a menace to the class, school and to society. It has to be also
accepted that all problems cannot be solved, even under the best
circumstances. If a child is thrown out from school, it can become an
issue, depending on the influence of the parents. What can a school or
a teacher do under such circumstances?
Teachers in most schools are burdened with the twin problems of
a weighty syllabus and large classes of 50 children or more. In such
situations it would be too much to expect them to deal tactfully with
each and every unruly child. Perhaps the answer might lie in revamping
the educational system to such an extent that they might need to teach
much smaller and more manageable classes.
Another requirement would be to recruit only those teachers who
have an innate ability and love for this profession. Right now this job
is considered as a last resort for those who could not gain a toehold
in other professions. Perhaps it could help to make the recruitment
conditions more stringent so that in the end, children are not victimized
by monsters parading as teachers.
There’s no single answer to this vexed question. It would involve the
cooperation of all concerned--- parents, teachers, school authorities, the
government and courts---to ensure that the school years do not ‘live on
and on’ in the minds of students for the entirely wrong reasons.          
[Padma Mohan Kumar]

Age is a matter of feeling,
not of years.
– George W. Curtis
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Naruneendi

Energizing Drink and Vitalizing Drug
Indian Sarasaparilla, known in Malayalam as Naruneendi, and
locally, differently as Nannari, Ananthamool, Magrabu, Sariva,
etc. in different Indian languages, is a herb of high medicinal value.
Botanically known as Hemidesmus Indicus and belonging to the plant
family Asclepiadaceae the species is distributed in India, Sri Lanka,
South East Asia and Malaysia. In India, it is found in moist deciduous
forests, scrub jungles, hedges and degraded sites from Upper Gangetic
plains of North India to Assam, Peninsular and South India. It is
perennial, slender, laticiferous twinning shrub with woody stock and
numerous slender stems. A twining shrub, it grows up to 3 meters
with very slender, woody stems. The branches are much elongated,
whip-like, simple and smooth. The leaves are opposite, dark-green,
smooth. The size of the leaves is approximately 0.5 x 4 cm. The
tuberous root, as extension of the stem is long, sometimes branched,
dark brown in colour and fragrant like camphor, when fresh. It is an
important medicinal herb in Ayurveda, Folk, Tibetian, Unani and
Siddha branches of Indian medicine.
Food and Medicine
The tuberous root of naruneendi is dark brown, with transversely
cracked and longitudinally fissured bark. It has a strong central
vasculature and pleasant smell and taste.  In ayurvedic Samhita, two
kinds of sariva (naruneendi) namely Svetasariva (white) and Krasnasariva
(black) are mentioned. The white variety of sariva is commonly used
in medicines. The components isolated from its roots are an essential
oil containing 80% hydroxyl-4 methoxy- benzaldehyde, fatty acids, a
ketone, saponin, tannis, resin acids, sterol, stigmasterol and sarsapic
acid.
Snacks prepared with a mix of rice or wheat flour and paste made of
naruneendi root is cosumed as a delicacy for preservation of health.  A
cold drink as a mix of naruneendi extract, lemon juice and sugar in water
is a favourite in South India. It cools and energizes the body, especially
in a hot summer. The root is used in the form of powder and infusion
to treat wound, bronchial asthma, fever, intrinsic haemorrhage, skin
diseases, erysipelas, poisoning, etc.
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Naruneendi has been used
to treat a vast range of ailments
through ages. It is popular
mainly for its blood purifying
and cooling effects. Because of
its beautiful fragrance, it is also
known as sugandha. Maharishi
Charaka refers to it as one of
the potent panacea for Rakta
pitha – bleeding disorder and
diarrhoea. Charaka Samhita, the
age old medical book classified it under the sugandhi dravyas
(aromatic drugs), varnya dravyas (complexion improving herbs) and
dahaprasamana (herb relieving burning sensation on the skin).
Naruneendi alleviates vata, kapha and pitta – all the doshas
(bad effects) as per Ayurveda. The roots are refrigerant, demulcent,
aphrodisiac, appetizer, expectorant and tonic. Naruneendi acts as an
agent that cleanses and purifies the system. It is alterative, diaphoretic,
diuretic and tonic. It has been used in treating chronic skin diseases,
chronic ulcers, rheumatism and veneral diseases. It is also used in
the treatment of such serious diseases like gonorrhoea, leucoderma,
jaundice, dysentery, and piles with painful bleeding. Naruneendi is
recommended as an appetizer and carminative. It tackles the digestive
problems, especially, due to the toxins in undigested food. It detoxifies
ama, hence is very beneficial in gout, arthritis, chronic rheumatic
disorders, glandular swellings.
Naruneendi is used internally as well as externally. The paste of the
root is applied on the skin in cases of swelling associated with burning
sensation. The fresh juice, instilled in the eyes, help to alleviate burning
sensation of eyes in conjunctivitis. It is used with great advantage,
internally, in a number of gastrointestinal problems such as loss of
appetite, poor digestion, distaste, diarrhoea and dysentery. It is used
for generations to alleviate burning sensations of hands, feet, and ear.
The decoction of the roots is used to increase the amount of urine in
burning micturation with excellent results.
Another attribute of this herb, which is appealing to women, is its
ability to purify and increase the quantity of breast milk. Naruneendi
decoction is recommended during antenatal period to stabilize the foetus
and to prevent abortion. It stimulates the production of reproductive
hormones in males and has a tonic effect in sexual debility.
[CGS]
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Info Bits

Perennial Grain Crops

Plant Once, Harvest Many Times
In the 10,000-plus year history of agriculture, there have been
many innovative developments including GM crops, hydroponic
farming etc.   Now, yet another path breaking revolution in agriculture
is taking wings - that of perennial grain crops.
Earth-friendly perennial grain
crops, which grow with less fertilizer,
herbicide, fuel, and erosion than
grains planted annually, may become
a reality in the coming decades,
scientists from Washington State
University (WSU) and Land
Institute in Kansas, claim.
Grain yields from major crops
have doubled since the 1950s,
but one in seven people are still
malnourished. Population explodes
in many countries and biofuels are
competing with food production.
The best croplands are not at risk of soil erosion or degradation, but
those lands are only 12.6% of total land area. More than half the world’s
population depends instead on marginal lands, which are capable of
growing crops but which are at risk of degradation under annual crops.
Global food security depends on annual production of cereals, legumes
and oilseeds, but for a variety of reasons the production of these staples
is unsustainable and fragile.
Now the scientists make a call to action as half the world's
growing population lives off marginal land at risk of being degraded
by annual grain production. Perennial grains, on the other hand,
expand farmers' ability to sustain the ecological underpinnings
of their crops, leading to both food and ecosystem security.
  Compared to annual grains, perennial grains:
w have longer growing seasons and deeper roots (10 to 12 feet
down)
w hold down topsoil
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reduce erosion
build soil
sequester carbon from the air
reduce farm equipment maintenance requirements
use less herbicide
By contrast, annual grains can lose five times as much water as
perennial crops and 35 times as much nitrate, a valuable plant nutrient
that can migrate from fields to pollute drinking water and create "dead
zones" in surface waters.
"Developing perennial versions of our major grain crops would
address many of the environmental limitations of annuals while helping
to feed an increasingly hungry planet," say scientists. Not only are the
perennial grains efficient, they can be bred easily from annual crops.
Perennial grain research is underway in Argentina, Australia, China,
India, Sweden and the United States. If the countries give the same
emphasis equivalent to the one already given for alternative fuels, then
perennial grains will go a long way in feeding more mouths sooner
than later.
[For details: http://nextbigfuture.com,
www.gizmag.com, www.physorg.com
Washington State University, Land Institute]

Energy Extraction
From Hot Water Shower
A device, PowerPad, to capture
energy contained within the water
which runs off our bodies when
we take a hot water shower and
return it to the hot water tank has
been developed by Haier of China.
You stand on the water energy
saver device while showering and
it is claimed to capture 15% of the
energy (to go up to 20-30% in
future, as per their claim) coming
out of the faucet in the form of
heat and returning it to the hot
water service, possibly working as a “heat exchanger.”   
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Prescription Drugs

Affecting Driving Alertness
Drunken driving alone is not to be blamed for road accidents.
Drowsy driving is yet another serious condition, the dangers of which
are equally alarming.
According to the latest National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) of U.S., 37 percent of Americans have
ever dozed off while driving. 49 percent of men fall victim to drowsy
driving compared to only 26 percent of women. The NHTSA reports
that sleepy driving causes more than 100,000 crashes a year. These
accidents result in some 40,000 injuries and 1,550 deaths annually.
They do not include those caused by inattentive driving, which also
may result from poor sleep.
Various factors can contribute to drowsy driving, including
undiagnosed sleep disorders, the time of day, length of time driving,
type of road, amount of sleep the night prior, and the use of alcohol
etc. Those who do shift work or drive at night need to be especially
careful because of disruptions in the body's circadian rhythm.
Another cause of drowsiness is the use of some prescription medications, over-the-counter (OTC) sleep aids and cold remedies containing antihistamines, which induce drowsiness. These preparations are
expected to work as decongestants, however, do also have side effects
like creating drowsiness which can impair the alertness of drivers. Finally, if there is even a minute sign of sleep creeping in, driving should
be stopped forthwith, and the driver should take a good break for few
minutes, before resuming driving.
[www.etcproceedings.org, http://sleepdisorders.about.com]
Our greatest pretenses are built up not to hide the
evil and the ugly in us, but our emptiness. The
hardest thing to hide is something that is not there.
– Eric Hoffer
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Cone Ice Cream

The Creamy Delicacy
Ice cream, for sure, is a global delicacy. The origin of ice cream
is traced back to the 4th Century B.C. It is recorded that the Roman
emperor Nero (A.D. 37-68) ordered ice to be brought from the
mountains and combined with fruit toppings. The Chinese King Tang
(A.D. 618-97) had a method of creating ice and milk concoctions. Ice
cream was likely brought from China back to Europe. Over time, recipes
for ices, sherbets, and milk ices evolved and served in the fashionable
Italian and French royal courts. After the dessert was imported to the
United States, it was served by several famous Americans, starting from
the early eighteenth century. The first ice cream parlor in America was
opened in New York City in 1776. American colonists were the first
to use the term "ice cream". The name came from the phrase "iced
cream" that was similar to "iced tea". The name was later abbreviated
to "ice cream".
Paper, glass and metal cones, cups, and dishes were used during the
19th century in France, Germany, and Britain for serving ice cream,
and the vessels were reused. For some reason, cones became popular as
ice cream containers. Paper and metal cones had been used in Europe
for some time to hold ice cream. But, the
idea of throw away vessels after consuming
the ice cream became prominent because
of the large demand on reusable ones. But
disposal of throw away vessels created the
problem of their easy disposal, leading to
the idea of edible containers. The first true
edible conical shaped cone for serving ice
cream was created at the St. Louis Worlds
Fair by Ernest Hamwi in 1904. It was
known that edible cones were being served
in England prior to the 1904 World's Fair.
An ice cream cone, poke or cornet is a dry,
cone-shaped pastry, usually made of a wafer similar in texture to a waffle, allowing ice
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cream to be eaten with the cone itself. Various types of ice cream cones
include waffle cones, cake cones (or wafer cones), and sugar cones. In
fact, edible cones have been mentioned in French cooking books as
early as 1825.
The first cones were rolled by hand but, in 1912, Frederick
Bruckman, an inventor from Portland patented a machine for rolling
ice cream cones. The idea of selling a frozen ice cream cone, storable
in a freezer, was realized in 1928 by J.T. "Stubby" Parker of Texas.
He formed The Drumstick Company in 1931, which was purchased
by Nestle in 1991. In 1959, Spica, an Italian ice cream manufacturer
based in Naples invented a process, whereby the inside of the waffle
cone was insulated from the ice cream by a layer of oil, sugar and
chocolate, and branded the product as Cornetto. In 1976 Unilever
bought out Spica and began a mass-marketing campaign throughout
Europe. It is now one of the most popular ice creams in the world.
Now dozens of companies, throughout the world, own patents for
making ice cream cones.

Article Scan

Articles

w DNA Drugs Come of Age: New vaccines and medicines in human
trials offer hope for fighting HIV, influenza and other maladies.
Journal: Scientific American (U.S. edition) July 2010
w Innovation requires orchestration from the top: Leadership in
innovation must start with the CEO
Publication: Expanding the Innovation Horizon
IBM Global CEO study report
w Wireless Home Automation Systems: A Survey of Architectures
and Technologies
Journal: IEEE Communications Magazine, June 2010
[Readers may seek assistance from EKL for locating the publication,
including making available the full text wherever feasible, subject
to conditions. email: eklines@gmail.com]
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Technologies in Horizon

Augmented Reality

Through Eye-tracking Tools
Augmented Reality (AR) which aims at providing everyday
experience through virtual, interactive technology, has now been
enhanced with the novel use of eye-tracking tools. AR deals with the
research on boosting human perception with information from the
Internet, customised databases, or even biofeedback from our own
brains.
The early devices for monitoring eye movement collected data
from pilots in the 1940s to help improve cockpit design. They have
also been used to figure out the most effective ways to get people to see
advertising. More recently AR systems have become interactive, making it possible to instantly provide computer-enhanced feedback to
someone about what he or she is gazing at. These newer technologies
have been used mainly by the military, and to develop life-assistance
tools for the severely disabled.
Researchers at the Finnish University of Tampere are working on an
ambitious five-year project called COGAIN, which attempts to make
eye-tracking technologies more affordable for people with disabilities
and extend the potential use of the devices to enable users to live more
independently. They have realized that eye tracking technologies could
transform the lives of tens of thousands of people across the globe.
According to them, the most extreme example of how this technology
is used is its ability to give voice to people who are 'locked-in', people
who can only move their eyes and only communicate with their gaze.
Currently state-of-the-art eye tracking equipment is very advanced,
with an extremely high spatial and temporal resolution. Though very
costly, they can detect tiny movements in millisecond intervals. But,
COGAIN aims to develop new equipment that can provide sufficient
resolution at a reasonable cost.
The basic eye-tracking system consists of a camera, a computer,
and software to provide an interface between the two. In an expensive
system the camera uses an internal light source to create reflections on
the eye. The camera tracks these reflections and uses them to move a
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cursor on the screen, for example. COGAIN may provide the same
functionality using an ordinary Web cam and ambient light.
Currently eye-tracking systems are tied to proprietary software,
which means that every new application must be written for a particular
piece of controlling software. COGAIN aims to create standard control
software so applications can be developed by anybody.
One of COGAIN's aims is to develop new applications. This
could include new types of text entry. Software that could control
heating and lighting through eye-tracking technology and a PC is one
possible application. It is also examining the potential for controlling
a wheelchair through eye-movements.
Another team of researchers from The Telecommunications
Research Center in Vienna decided to take a state-of-the-art eye
tracker designed for Web-use analysis out of the laboratory and onto
the street. They hooked up the device - with one camera trained on the
user's eye, and another on the scene being observed - to a smart phone
with a built-in compass and global positioning system (GPS), to get
a fix on the user's orientation and location. They added sensors that
show whether one was looking up or down, and attached the whole kit
-- designed to navigate urban landscapes -- to a bicycle helmet. Closing
one's eyes for two seconds triggers a request for information about the
building, bridge or monument in view. A remotely-accessed computer
scans geo-referenced databases on the Internet such as Google Earth,
and then forwards the result back to the user's cell phone, closing the
loop.
Rather than training a camera on the eye, the "Aided Eye" system
developed by a team from the University of Tokyo uses tiny infrared
sensors. While less accurate, additional data about eye movement and
the frequency of blinking make it possible to pinpoint a face or a book
cover within a field of vision. The system is light enough to be mounted
onto a pair of reading glasses, but researchers have still not figured out
how to provide the wearer feedback.
Cheerfulness and content are great beautifiers and
famous preservers of good looks.
– Charles Dickens
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News Scan

Auto Eating

Unhealthy Way to Fight Boredom
There is a popular saying: You are what you eat. Food can be comfort,
it can just mean something to do; it is best that women figure out this
relationship. It is in the interests of our own health and well being.
A recent study has found that as much as a quarter of the food that
is eaten by a person each day is eaten without being actually hungry.
Nutritionist Mary Strugar coined the term auto-eating to refer to this
habit, which presumably means eating without the feeling of actual
hunger and perhaps even without being fully aware of consuming
the calories. According to recent research, it may be something as
innocuous as boredom and having nothing better to do that makes
people overeat, which makes to go into auto-eating.
The study also revealed that over-eating is more in women rather
than in men. Though men auto-eat as well, it is women who are more
at risk from auto-eating particularly if they are also upset. It was found
that women may be overeating by as much as 520 calories a day,
which could mean that a woman can put on as much as 7 pounds
in as many weeks. According to Public Health researchers, powerful
environmental cues, the type of food, the place they are kept, the look,
etc. lead to automatic eating.
According to Mary Strugar, Controlling what you eat is not simply
a matter of will power; it is about being aware of the desire to eat and
EKLrelationship
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Data Shocks
w The richest fifth of world's people consumes 86% of all goods and
services while the poorest fifth consumes just 1.3%. Indeed, the
richest fifth consumes 45% of all meat and fish, 58% of all energy
used and 84% of all paper, has 74% of all telephone lines and owns
87% of all vehicles.
w The world's 225 richest individuals of whom 60 are Americans
with total assets of $331 billion, have a combined wealth of over $1
trillion equal to the annual income of the poorest 47% of the entire
world's population.
w The three richest people in the world have assets that exceed the
combined gross domestic product (GDP) of the 48 least developed
countries.
w It is estimated that the additional cost of achieving and maintaining
universal access to basic education for all, basic health care for all,
reproductive health care for all women, adequate food for all and
clean water and safe sewers for all is roughly $40 billion a year,
which is less than 4% of the combined wealth of the 225 richest
people in the world.
w Of the 4.4 billion people in developing countries nearly three-fifths
lack access to safe sewers, a third have no access to clean water, a
quarter do not have adequate housing and a fifth have no access to
modern health services of any kind.
w The average African household today consumes 20% less than it did
25 years ago.
w By the year 2050, 8 billion of the world's projected 8.5 billion
people - up from about 6 billion today - will be living in developing
countries.
w Of the estimated 2.7 million annual deaths from air pollution, 2.2
million are from in-door pollution - including smoke from dung
and wood burned as fuel which is more harmful than tobacco
smoke, 80% of the victims are rural poor in developing countries.
w Two thirds of India's 90 million lowest-income household live
below the poverty line - but more than 50% of these impoverished
people own wristwatches, 41% own bicycles, 31% own radios and
13% own fans.
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Five Laws of Library

A Tribute to S.R. Ranganathan
When was the last time you logged onto Google? Just ten minutes
back
When was the last time you walked into a traditional library? About
two years back.
Apart from the obvious technology change, have you observed
more similarities or more differences in the two experiences? Both
the systems perform the same functions - collecting, annotating,
cataloging, storing, searching and disseminating information. The
basic abstract concept behind searchable information goes back to the
notion of a traditional library. The underlying structure of a library
was institutionalized by an Indian mathematician S. R. Ranganathan
(1892-1972) almost a hundred years back. Dr. Eugene Garfield, the
founder of the Institute for Scientific Information and a pioneer in the
field of citation analysis says that “the contributions of SR Ranganathan
to Information Sciences will equal that of Einstein to Physics”.
Ranganathan is remembered for his famous Five Laws of Library.
Laws are truths abstracted from dozens of experiences and verified
with hundreds of other experiences. They are universally valid under
assumptions which are stated at the outset. They remain valid until a
counter example defies the law. Falsifiability is a requisite criterion in
scientific pronouncements.
Five laws of Library
The following are the five
laws of Library as enunciated by
Ranganathan:
• Books are for use
• Every reader his/her book
• Every book, its reader
• Save the time of the reader
• A library is a growing
organism
Books are for use!
Is it a profound statement or
a silly trivial statement? In olden
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days books used to be attached to
the shelves with steel chains, in the
same way we see tumblers attached
with chains to water coolers in
public places. Readers can pull the
book out only as far as the length
of the chain will permit causing
inconvenience.
Have you been told that your
grade of membership does not
entitle you to borrow a particular
book? Have you found that books
of your interest are shelved at a
height not reachable by you? Have
you experienced that a book of your
choice is found inside a locked cupboard and that the keys are missing?
Have you been disappointed that the library is closed on Sundays,
the only time you can spare to go to a library? All these aspects and
more are encapsulated in the pithy law as stated above. The law can be
expanded into a process manual and a workflow booklet for operating
a library. If one can assign an extended semantics to the word “book”
to include photographs, cassettes, CDs and other media containing
usable information the law becomes current.
In the digital context, have you found that your office has installed a
firewall preventing you from accessing certain sites during office hours?
Some sites require you to have a password to enter the site, some sites
prevent you from taking a hard copy of the material. All these are
against the spirit of free access to information for those who are in need
of that information. The first law of Library Science as enunciated by
S.R. Ranganathan is as profound as the Rights endowed on citizens
by the constitution of the country - could even be considered as a
precursor to the Right to Information Act.
Every reader his/her book
The second law is the precursor of today’s “Know Your Customer”
syndrome. It gives legitimacy to understand individual reader’s
preferences and initiate acquisition processes to procure the relevant
material. The law also has resulted in services such as selective
dissemination of information and inter-library loans. In its modern
avatar, search engines such as Google offer alert services in domains of
users’ interests.
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Every book, its reader
Readers must be informed of the resources available so that the
connection between a book and its user is naturally established. The
reader should not miss out on any resource of his interest. One way
of achieving this is to classify the books based on their content, broad
subject area and other “facets”. Ranganathan is credited with evolving
the colon classification system to categorize books. This system in
many ways is superior to other classification system such as:
• The Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system which attempts
to organize all knowledge into ten main classes, the ten main classes
are each subdivided into ten divisions, and each division into ten sections.
• The Universal Decimal Classification system which improves upon
DDC with auxiliary signs to indicate various special aspects of a subject
and relationships between subjects.
• The Library of Congress classification system which is very Americancentric.
Ranganathan had shown with specific examples the inadequacy
of the above alternative schemes and how they lead to ambiguous
annotations. The colon classification paradigm permits a book to have
multiple inheritances to several subject areas and hence can be compared
to the Object oriented paradigm in programming languages.
Save the time of the reader
In its traditional sense this law was meant to pay attention to the
design of the library, the configuration of the shelf space and so on.
In today’s context the law drives the research into intelligent search
algorithms. The user gets frustrated if he is presented with 500,000
answers to a simple query. Combined with the previous law, we see the
definition for web access engines that will push content of the users’
choice (knowing his profile) rather than the user having to pull it out.
Think of web engines that send you alert whenever the price of your
stock shoots up by more than 5%, whenever a wicket falls in a cricket
match or whenever a goal is scored in a football match, all the above
happening without you having to log on and pose questions.
A library is a growing organism
The fifth law refers to growth and transformation related
to customers’ profiles, new publishing contracts, technology,
comfortable space etc. A typical scenario to cope with is that the
library may claim ownership of contents which are not physically
stored there but stored in some server somewhere in the world. The
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law also connotes to the fact that the library is embedded in a larger
ecosystem in which publishers, individual users, institutional users,
other libraries, authors and birds-of-a-feather groups come together
and build useful relationships. The special interest groups may form
their own sub libraries.
Laws , in order to deserve the designation should make sense in
totally different but structurally similar contexts. In this sense let
us look at Ranganathan’s laws on Library Science as applied to a
department store.
Articles are for use: The stores pay much attention to the fact that
the customers should touch, feel, smell and experience the product
before deciding to buy. They flood customers with choices and
tempt with free add-ons.
Every customer his article: There are systems which remember, for
example, that a customer bought shoes of a specific brand and
whenever there is a new model of shoes by the company, the system
draws the attention of the customer.
Every article its customer: A variety of promotional material on
new arrivals and “Sales” campaigns bring out the relevance of the
law.
Save the time of the customer: Arrangement of the articles follow
a logical pattern and signposts indicating their location are quite
common. In addition there are sales assistants to help in locating
specific articles. One can even do a virtual walk around of the store
on a computer screen.
A store is a growing organism: Present day malls have carried the
concept to such an extent that going to the mall is more like a picnic
and shopping is just incidental.
One can find several mappings of the laws to current day scenarios
in the service sector, be it a hotel, bank, hospital or airport. When
we remember that these laws were propounded in the 1920s, we
can not but pay our tribute to the not-so-widely-sung doyen of
Library Science, S.R. Ranganathan.
[R Narayanan]
Enjoy your own life without comparing it
with that of another.
– Marquis de Condorcet
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Exploding Ants

Suicide Bombers among Ants
A close observation of Nature
may reveal how tiny insect brains
solve big problems. Ecologist
Mark Moffett, has described a
type of self-detonating ants, in a
new book titled Adventures Among
Ants. The author has revealed his
observations on three types of ants
in Borneo, with photographs. To
facilitate his studies, he had set a
trap at the base of a tree colonized
by cylindricus ants. The trap was simply some honey that he drizzled
around the tree trunk. The author observed that when a carpenter
ant attempted to walk by a cylindricus worker ant, the cylindricus
ant exploded itself creating a splash of yellow, and both ants were
immobilized in a sticky, grotesque glue.
In his book, Moffett describes yet another species of cylindricus
ant that holds living doors. The head of such an ant major worker’s
head flattens into a disc, enabling it to serve as a living door to nests
in hollow branches. It allows nest-mates inside only after they identify
themselves by tapping the blockading disc with their antennae.
In yet another incident, when Moffett tried to grab a minor worker
ant that was climbing the tree trunk, he noticed that the ant’s leg fell
away in his hand, in much the way that a lizard would lose its tail,
showing another protective measure. Moffett also describes a Brazilian
species, Forelius Pusillus, that kills entire ant-nests at a time.
The author also explains how the sick ants are kept isolated. Up to
eight sacrificial individuals stay outside at night to seal the entrance
of an isolated nest with sand, kicking the final grains in place until
no trace of the hole is visible. Walled off from their sisters, by dawn
almost all are dead, for reasons unknown. Perhaps the squad consists
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of the old or sick. The ants in the nest then clear the passage to begin
the day’s foraging. That night, more victims seal the door.
A detailed study of the exocrine chemistry of nine Bruneian
Camponotus ant species in the cylindricus family has shown that
workers of these species are known to have hypertrophied mandibular
glands and release their glandular contents suicidally from the head
by rupturing the inter- segmental membrane of the gaster. An ant of
the species has an enormously enlarged mandibular (abdomen) gland,
many times the size of a normal ant, which produces a glue. The glue
bursts out and entangles and immobilizes all nearby victims. These
ants are also called Exploding Ants. All of the species produce mixtures
of polyacetate-derived aromatics, including hydroxyacetophenones,
which display pH-dependent color changes, and aliphatic hydrocarbons
and alcohols, and certain acidic compounds. These compounds were
characterized from their spectral data, and confirmed by comparison
with synthetic samples.

A Love Story
There was a blind girl..
She hated everyone except her boyfriend..
She used to tell him that
“If i had eyes then I would have married u”.
After some days someone donated eyes to that girl.
She saw her boyfriend.
She was surprised because he was blind.
The boy asked her girl friend
“Now u have eyes. Will u marry me?”
The girl was calm for some time and said
‘No’.
The boy walked away silently and told her softly..
“Take care of my eyes. Bye"
[Sourced by: Susy Mathew]
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Niagara

12,000 Years Young
Twenty percent of the worlds freshwater lies in the Great Lakes, and
most flows over Niagara Falls.
The first person to go over the Falls in a barrel and survive was a
63 year old  female school teacher.
The flow was also halted over both falls on March 30th 1848 due
to an ice jam in the upper river.
The word "Niagara" is derived from the Iroquois Indian word
"Onguiaahra" meaning "the strait"
The flow over the American Falls was stopped completely for several
months in 1969. The idea was to determine the feasibility of removing
the large amount of loose rock from the base of the falls to enhance it's
appearance.  In the end the final decision was that the expense would
be too great.
However.... The flow of water was stopped completely over both
falls on March 29th 1848 due to an ice jam in the upper river for several
hours. This is the only known time to have occurred. The Falls did
not actually freeze over, but the flow was stopped to the point where
people actually walked out and recovered artifacts from the riverbed!
The tremendous volume of water never stops flowing, However,
the falling water and mist create ice formations along the banks of the
falls and river. This can result in mounds of ice as thick as fifty feet.
If the Winter is cold for long enough, the ice will completely stretch
across the river and form what is known as the "ice bridge". This ice
bridge can extend for several miles down river until it reaches the area
known as the lower rapids.  
Niagara Falls attracts
some 12 million tourists to
her majestic awesome beauty
each year.
The Niagara is a fairly
young river, only 12,000
years old!, a microsecond in
geological time. The Niagara
Escarpment, which was
created by erosion is much
older. The glaciers pressed
down on the land during the
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last ice age and laid down layers of sediment, then the slow process of
erosion of ice and water ate at the surface of the escarpment.
The mighty river plunges over a cliff of dolostone and shale. Niagara
Falls is the second largest falls on the globe next to Victoria Falls in
southern Africa.
One fifth of all the fresh water in the world lies in the four Upper Great
Lakes - Michigan, Huron, Superior and Erie. All the outflow empties into
the Niagara river and eventually cascades over the falls.
At the bottom of the falls, the water travels 15 miles over many
gorges until it reaches the fifth Great Lake-Ontario. The land between
the lakes does not slope at an even grade, but forms a spectacular
drop approximately the same height as a 20 storey building and this is
known as the "Niagara Escarpment" Two billion years ago it was buried
under a blanket of ice. As the years passed, the process of erosion
took place, (and still does) five distinct 'gorges' were formed-Lewiston
Brange Gorge, Old Narrow Gorge, Upper & Lower Great Gorges and
the Whirlpool Narrow Gorge.
Approximately 500 years ago the river encountered an obstacle
that caused it to 'split into two channels', thus Goat Island was formed
named after John Stedman whose goat herds froze to death in the
winter of 1780). This was the original sediment left from a vanished
Lake Tonawanda (an Indian name). On the eastern part of the island,
the American Falls took shape, the Horseshoe Falls, is on the western
side, where the river angles some 90 degrees.

Facts To Ponder
• The words "abstemious" and "facetious" both have all the five vowels
in them in order.
• The letter J does not appear anywhere on the periodic table of the
elements.
• The word "lethologica" refers to the state of not being able to remember
the word you want.
• The word "diamond" comes from the Greek word "adamas," which
means "unconquerable."
• Colgate faced a big obstacle marketing their toothpaste in Spanish
speaking countries because the word Colgate in Spanish translates into
the command "go hang yourself."
• Dipsomania refers to an insatiable craving for alcoholic beverages.
• The abbreviation Xmas for the word Christmas is of Greek origin. Since
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the word for Christ in the Greek language is Xristos, which starts with
the letter "X," X replaced Christ in words like Christmas.
The dot that appears over the letter "i" is called a tittle.
China has more English speaking people than the United States.
Orcas (killer whales), when traveling in groups, breathe in unison.
The hydra, which is related to the jellyfish, can grow its body back in a
couple of days if it is cut in half.
Some octopuses have been known to eat their arms off when they are
exposed to stressful situations.
Corals take a long time to grow. Some corals grow only one centimeter
in one year.
The Great Pyramids used to be as white as snow because they were
encased in a bright limestone that has worn off over the years.
The only South East Asian country that has never been colonized by a
Western Power is Thailand.
Istanbul in Turkey is the only city in the world located on two
continents.
Toronto was the first city in the world with a computerized traffic signal
system.
Canada has more inland waters and lakes than any other country in the
world.
In Greece, the climate is so warm that many of the cinemas do not have
roofs.
The first subway system in America was built in Boston, Massachusetts
in 1897.
In Belgium, there is a museum just for strawberries.
Venus is the only planet that rotates clockwise.
The skeleton of a spider is located on the outside of the body. The name
for this is exoskeleton.
The fastest moving land snake is the Black Mamba, which can move up
to 7 miles per hour.
Infants spend more time dreaming than adults do.
At just four years of age, Mozart was able to learn a piece of music in
half an hour.
The right lung of a human is larger than the left one. This is because of
the space and placement of the heart.
The palms of human hands and soles of feet cannot tan, or grow hair.
The more a person struggles to get out of quicksand the faster he will
sink. Staying still, and being calm will actually make the body float in
the quicksand because the body is lessAugust
dense
than the quicksand is.
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Books Scan
Refuge
An Unnatural History of Family and Place
Book by: Terry Tempest Williams
Published by: Vintage Books, New York
In the northern part of the state of Utah in
United States is the largest salt lake in the western
hemisphere, covering an average area of 4400
sq.km, known as the Great Salt Lake. Great
Salt Lake is the remnant of Lake Bonneville, a
great Ice Age Lake that rose dramatically from
a small saline lake 30,000 years ago. There are many islands in the
lake. In spite of its high salinity, the lake supports numerous species
of birds and other wildlife. Great Salt Lake area offers one of the most
spectacular natural sceneries. The lake is landlocked and fed by three
major rivers and several streams.
Utah is also home to the largest Mormon communities in the
country, having settled there in the mid 1800s. It is also site to above
ground atomic testings that took place during 1951 to 1962. Utah is
home to the author Terry Tempest Williams.
In human life, a continuum can be recognized that extends from
oneself to one’s family to one’s surroundings and finally extending and
encompassing the universe. One of the tragedies of modern humanity
is that it has forgotten to realize this fact. The result is alienation from
oneself, one’s family, the nature that supports our life and ultimately a
disconnection with the cosmos.
Naturalist, conservationist, ornithologist and author of award
winnings books, Terry Tempest Williams in her book, Refuge,
weaves the story of connections. Primarily, the book is about the
ecology of Great Salt Lake and its major group of life, the birds. The
descriptions and the mood that her words create can be matched only
by the haunting, vast landscape of the Lake. Interwoven through the
high and low tides of the lake is the story of her family, especially
her mother and grandmother who have been afflicted with cancer.
Just as the birds of the lake survive and sometimes succumb to the
fluctuations of the floods, so does the author and her family, with the
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trauma of illness and the joy of love and acceptance of life. The cancer
that eats into the bodies of her family and herself is the result of the
nuclear bomb testing. In a frenzy called the Cold War, the American
government methodically bombed the land. The then Atomic Energy
Commissioner said – “Gentlemen, we must not let anything interfere
with this series of tests, nothing.” The people were told – “we find no
basis for concluding that harm to any individual has resulted from
radioactive fallout.” A suit filed against the government was quashed
by the nation’s Supreme Court ruling that the ‘United States was
protected by the legal doctrine of sovereign immunity.` Irene Allen
who filed the suit said: “if my testimony could help in any way so this
wouldn’t happen again to any of the generations coming after us …”
There is a bitter universality to this. Government, of the people, by
the people and for the people, acts against the people themselves. This
story repeats over and over, across the history of mankind.
The overwhelming account of bird life and its observation might be
slightly tedious to the lay reader. But the strange birds could be that of
anywhere in the world. It is the history of nature, once unruffled, now
torn to shreds by humans.
What sets the book apart is not the above politics, but the intimate
understanding of a landscape and the family the author loves so much.
With maturity and wisdom, in this narrative of dying and surmounting
the pain of death, that of nature and womanhood, Williams shows
how one can accept life with spiritual grace. As an African woman asks
Williams- “You Americans, why is death always such a surprise to you?
Don’t you understand that dance and the struggle are the same?”
[Balachandran V]
balanpnb@gmail.com
The remarkable thing is that we really love our
neighbor as ourselves: we do unto others as we do unto
ourselves. We hate others when we hate ourselves. We
are tolerant toward others when we tolerate ourselves.
We forgive others when we forgive ourselves. We are
prone to sacrifice others when we are ready to sacrifice
ourselves.
– Eric Hoffer
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Your Life is in your Hands
The Path to Lasting Health and Happiness
Book by: Dr Krishan Chopra
(Father of Dr Deepak Chopra)
Published by: Viking / Penguin Books India
Our life is in our hands but it often takes us
a lifetime to realize it. Caught up in the hurlyburly of daily routine, we fight our tensions and
stresses in ways that are far more dangerous than
the problems we face. We become compulsive
smokers, compulsive drinkers, compulsive worries-in other words, we
programme ourselves for self-destruction. It need not be so.
"I believe that what you eat matters, but what is eating you up
matters much more," writes Dr Krishan Chopra, M.D., in Your Life
is in Your Hands. Dr Krishan Chopra, father of well known author,
Dr Deepak Chopra, combines knowledge from Western medicine
and Eastern wisdom to help us to practice those habits leading to
health and well-being, and discard those that produce stress and
illness. Western medicine is effective, but it needs to be combined with
a lifestyle that includes a healthy diet and exercise plus heart-and-mind
habits such as positive thoughts, optimism, zest for life, right action,
meditation, and spirituality. Chopra describes how, for example, your
chances of getting a major illness are doubled if you are depressed,
anxious, chronically pessimistic, angry, or irritable, and he explains
how to alter those emotions.
Drawing upon his vast experience as an internationally acclaimed
cardiologist, the latest medical research, and the wisdom of the ancients,
author Dr. Krishan Chopra offers practical advice on how to restore
the mind, body, and spirit to harmony.
Illustrating his assertions with case histories and examples, Dr
Chopra suggests that with an improved lifestyle we can even protect
ourselves against threats like heart disease and cancer, which are usually
thought to be inevitable and irreversible.
Contents:
Part I: Your life is in your hands
1. The Global Epidemic of Stress
2. Your Life Is in Your Hands
Part II: Foundations of
a Happy, Healthy Life
3. Dharma: The Ancient Path of Righteous Living
4. Family and Children: Your Children Come through You, Not from You
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5. Everything That Happens to Me, I Asked for: Karma and the Art of
Action
6. Non-Attachment: The Performance of Action without Pain
7. Self-Realization: Master Key to Health and Happiness
Part III: Ways to Health
8. Self Discipline: The Best Way to be an Achiever
9. Right Diet: The More We Eat, the More Quickly We Leave This World
10. Get a Good Night’s Sleep
11. Regular Exercise: An Important Key to Healthy Living
12. Alcohol and Tobacco: The Biggest Preventable Menace to Our Health
13. Meditation: Experience of the Inner World
14. True Insight into Life Comes from Yoga
15. Walking Up to Reality: The Power of Prayer
16. The Joy of Service
17. Negative Emotions: A Slow Poison
18. Love and Compassion Are the Nectar of Life
19. Live in the Present
20. With Contentment Comes Peace to the Soul
21. Share Your Wealth - Both Material and Spiritual
22. If You Are Happy You Are Healthy
23. The Healing Power of Music and the Arts
Part IV: Secrets of Longevity and Healthy Aging
24. Secrets of Longevity and Healthy Aging Epilogue
[Source: Tandem Gopalakrishnan]

Journals Scan
FORTUNE
Global 500
The World's Largest Corporations 2009
July 26, 2010
Every year around this time, people anxiously
await the release of Global 500 issue of
FORTUNE magazine, to know how the corporations, world over,
fared during the previous year.
One of the changes specially noticed this time is that to get big and
stay big in today's global economy, companies need to go the extra
mile - whether by land or by sea. They especially need to do so in
emerging markets that are growing faster than that of the U.S., Europe, and Japan. Most companies that made this year’s Fortune Global
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500, the annual ranking of the worlds biggest companies by revenue,
sell products or services not just in their home countries but globally
Here are some highlights: (One billion dollar = Rs 4500 crores, approx.)
No.1 position is regained by Wal-Mart Stores, with a revenue
of $408.2 billion (Rs 18,36,900 Crores) and profit of $14.34
billion. Employees: 2.1 million. In its place, India’s budget expenditure
in 2010-11 is estimated as Rs 11,l8,749 crores.
Royal Dutch Shell of Netherlands at No.2 position has $285.13
billion revenue and $12.5 billion profits. Employees: 101,000
  Among the top ten companies, two are U.S. (No. 1 and 3), one from
Netherlands (No 2), three from China (Nos 7, 8, 10), two from Japan (No
5, 6), one from Britain (No 4) and France (No 9).
America has 139 companies in the Global 500 list, Japan follows
with 71, China-46, France-39, Germany-37, Britain-29, Switzerland-15,
Netherlands-13, South Korea-10.
India has a presence with 8 companies, starting with Indian Oil,
No. 125, Reliance Industries – 175, State Bank of India – 282, Bharat
Petroleum – 307, Tata Steel – 410, ONGC – 413, and Tata Motors
- 442.
Dai Nippon Printing of Japan is the 500th company with a revenue
of $17 billion (Rs 76,500 crores, approx.)
Some well known companies and their ranks:
GE-13, Volkswagen-16, Ford Motor-23, Samsung-32, GM-38,
Honda Motor-40, HP-41, Nestle-44, IBM-46, Hitachi-47,    LG67, Sony-69, Hyundai Motor-78, BMW-82, Toshiba-89, Boeing-91,
Microsoft-115, Nokia-120, Dell-131, Pepsico-171, Coca Cola-245,
Suzuki Motor-308, Amazon-340, Google-355…
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FOCUS
B B C - Science Technology Future
July 2010
Issue 217

In 1998 at a high school in Tennessee,
U.S.A., a teacher complained of pungent
`gasoline-like` smell in her class room. Soon
after, she fell ill, with symptoms such as nausea,
shortness of breath, dizziness and a headache. Before long, the rest
of the school was stricken with same sickness. Several extensive
investigations were conducted by government agencies to unearth
the root cause with no avail.
The New England Journal of Medicine attributed the outbreak
to a phenomenon known as `mass psychogenic illness`, which
occurs when the fear of infection spreads just as virulently as the
disease itself. The students and staff had decided that, based on
the behaviour of those around them, there was a real threat they
needed to be afraid of.
The outbreak in Tennessee demonstrates that people can be
scared - to the point of sickness - without there actually being any
real threat present. This issue of FOCUS discusses this fear-factor
in great detail.
Highlights of other Contents:
Mega Pixel- Amazing images from around the world
Augmented Reality- The technology that is merging the real and
virtual worlds
Death Star- Could a cosmic explosion wipe out life on earth?
Football Science- The psycho-logy of penalties and the truth about
energy drinks
Einstein's Blunders - Why even the 20th-century`s greatest mind
did not get everything right
Bespoke Medicine- Tailoring treatments to the individual
Perfect Posture - Are you sitting comfortably?
Why are sunsets red ?
Did dinosaurs lie down ?
First Look: The iPad- this year`s most talked about accessory - but
[Source: HB]
is it actually any good?
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The Last Word
I can't change the direction of the wind, but
I can adjust my sails to always reach my destination.
– Jimmy Dean
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